
 

*This video explains the final combat system:  
http://youtu.be/P8KnRxVOWvk 
*Here is the gameplay trailer for ZOG the Robot. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uMFeCYKggI 

 
*From the Zog Early Concept Document: 

Cadence Combos 
 Cadence combos (timed combos) are more powerful version of the standard 
combos. How these work is allowing a bit of extra time in between the attacks to allow for a 
more rhythmic attacking pattern. What this will do is slow down the attacking pattern, to a 
degree, but deal much more damage. As in the standard attacking combo, the heavy attack 
can interrupt at any point doing extra damage as well. 
 To accomplish this, we will essentially have a time slot after an attack in which if the 
player waits to press the attack in that window, they will begin the cadence. 
 The player may be able to enter and exit the more powerful “cadence” attack during 
the 4 button light combo. For example the player may, after the first light attack, miss time 
the second light attack but time the third attack causing the third attack to be more powerful. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

Zog Combat ver. 2 
*For Code and Anim team ONLY 
Combo Tree: 

 
*Note: A * means it could be either Cadenced or non-Cadenced. 

X: Regular Attack 
This is the basic punching combo focusing on a single target. No arm stretch. 
(A lunge, at least for attack 1, will probably be necessary. See Things to Consider section) 

Y: Area of Effect 
These were the attack animations that would be considered cadence under the OLD cadence 
system. The arm outstretched attacking multiple targets. 



 
B: Heavy Attack 
This was formerly on the Y button. It's the heavy slam that ends a combo and is an instant kill 
for light enemies. 

 

Attack 1 Timeline: 

 
*Note: This also applies to attacks 2 and 3 as well. 

 

Phases: 
A:B Prep Phase 
This triggers when the player presses X or Y. 
The Prep animation plays from A:B. 

B:C Attack phase. 
Collision is checked in this phase. 
If the player presses X, Y, or B during this time, the appropriate Attack 2's prep phase will occur 
at Point C. 
The Attack animation plays from B:C. 

C:D Recoil phase 
If the player presses X or Y during this time, the appropriate Attack 2's prep phase will start 
immediately as Cadenced. (Potentially Cadenced means Attack 2 does more damage. This will 
need to be communicated to the player. See Things to Consider section.) 
The Recoil animation plays from C:D. 

D:E Idle phase 



 
This is the blend between the end of the attack back to the combat idle pose. This ONLY occurs 
if the player is not moving and may be interrupted instantly at anytime the player makes an 
input. (This does not apply to camera related inputs such as rotating, or manipulating targeting.) 
The Blend between Recoil and CombatIdle plays between D:E 

 

Initial Timings: 
*These timings will be adjusted in the playrate of the anims in UDK for testing purposes. NOT by 
adjusting frames for animations in Maya. This would be easiest if each phase is identical in 
length in Maya. 
 
Regular: 
A:B (Prep) = .125 seconds 
B:C (Attack) = .25 seconds 
C:D (Recoil) = .65 seconds 
D:E (Idle) = .5 second 
*Note: If lunge is implemented = .25 seconds 
 
 
AOE: 
A:B (Prep) = .125*2 seconds 
B:C (Attack) = .25*1.5 seconds 
C:D (Recoil) = .65 seconds 
D:E (Idle) = .5 seconds 
 
 
Heavy: 
A:B (Prep) = .125*2*2 seconds 
B:C (Attack) = .25*2 seconds 
C:D (Recoil) = .65 seconds 
D:E (Idle) = .5 seconds 
*Note: Unlike regular/AoE attacks, the Heavy Recoil animation can NOT be interrupted. 
Recoil of Attack 4 should only be .25 seconds and can NOT be interrupted. 
 

 

Damage Table: 
*Based on Light Soldier health of 3. 

 Regular (X) Area of Effect (Y) Heavy (B) 

Non-Cadence 1 .5 3 
(2? *I think the Heavy should 



 
NOT be an instant kill unless 
it takes WAY more time. Like 
3+ seconds) 

Cadence 1.5 .75 N/A (4.5 / 3) 

 

 

Things to consider: 
● During the Attack phase, the point at which the player may Que the next attack may shift 

to avoid errant presses. 
● A lunge might be needed for regular attack 1 (probable) and may even be needed for 

regular attacks 2, 3, and 4 as well. A lunge closes the distance between the player and 
the enemy so the player does not miss. The distance covered is dynamic and handled 
by code. If this happens, then we'll probably need both of Zog's feet to come off the 
ground simultaneous during prep/attack. This way Zog can be slid around the ground to 
the appropriate distance without looking like he's scraping the ground.) 

● We'll need 4 regular attacks. 
● We'll need 4 Area of Effect attacks. 
● We'll need 1 Heavy attack 
● We'll need to consider how to make Cadence aesthetically distinct from non-Cadence 

(Visually and in terms of 'feel') Possible ideas include: make Zog glow with electricity. 
Slow down the World Speed. Add a camera shake as a cadence attack collides with an 
enemy. 

● Should there be a Cadenced version of B? 


